
General Introduction to Sangharakshita’s Seminars

Hidden Treasure

 

From the mid-seventies through to the mid-eighties, Urgyen Sangharakshita led many 
seminars on a wide range of texts for invited groups of Order members and Mitras. These 
seminars were highly formative for the FWBO/Triratna as Sangharakshita opened up for 
the still very young community what it might mean to live a life in the Dharma.

 

The seminars were all recorded and later transcribed. Some of these transcriptions have 
been carefully checked and edited and are now available in book form. However, a great 
deal of material has so far remained unchecked and unedited and we want to make it 
available to people who wish to deepen their understanding of Sangharakshita’s 
presentation of the Dharma. 

 

How should one approach reading a seminar transcription from so long ago? Maybe the 
first thing to do is to vividly imagine the context. What year is it? Who is present? We then 
step into a world in which Sangharakshita is directly communicating the Dharma. 
Sometimes he is explaining a text, at other times he is responding to questions and we 
can see how the emergence of Dharma teachings in this context was a collaborative 
process, the teaching being drawn out by the questions people asked. Sometimes those 
questions were less to do with the text and arose more from the contemporary situation 
of the emerging new Buddhist movement.  

 

Reading through the transcripts can be a bit like working as a miner, sifting through silt 
and rubble to find the real jewels. Sometimes the discussion is just a bit dull. Sometimes 
we see Sangharakshita trying to engage with the confusion of ideas many of us brought 
to Buddhism, confusion which can be reflected in the texts themselves. With brilliant 
flashes of clarity and understanding, we see him giving teachings in response that have 
since become an integral part of the Triratna Dharma landscape. 

 

Not all Sangharakshita’s ways of seeing things are palatable to modern tastes and 
outlook. At times some of the views captured in these transcripts express attitudes and 
ideas Triratna has acknowledged as unhelpful and which form no part of our teaching 
today. In encountering all of the ideas contained in over seventeen million words of 
Dharma investigation and exchange, we are each challenged to test what is said in the 
fire of our own practice and experience; and to talk over ‘knotty points’ with friends and 
teachers to better clarify our own understanding and, where we wish to, to decide to 
disagree.

 

We hope that over the next years more seminars will be checked and edited for a wider 
readership. In the meantime we hope that what you find here will inspire, stimulate, 
encourage - and challenge you in your practice of the Dharma and in understanding more 
deeply the approach of Urgyen Sangharakshita.


Sangharakshita’s Literary Executors and the Adhisthana Dharma Team

https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/order-members
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/becoming-friend
https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/stories/ethical-issues/unhelpful-attitudes-and-ideas/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCLAIMER 
 

This transcript has not been checked by Sangharakshita, and may contain mistakes 
and mishearings. Checked and reprinted copies of all seminars will be available as 

part of the Complete Works Project. 

https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/


THE JEWEL ORNAMENT OF LIBERATION

THE PERFECTION OF PATIENCE AND STRENUOUSNESS

CONTENTS

Transcript Text
   Page Page

PATIENCE

1 "Anger destroys the basis of the
good and wholesome." I 173

1 Ksanti as the third paramita
2 "Anger destroys merit"
4 "Anger puts you back onto a level

where there is no. ..spiritual life...
5 Positive anger unblocks communication.
6 Fury vs. anger
7 Making fury into manageable anger
8 Rage, malevolence                         I 173
9          Malevolence, rage and anger defined
10 Hatred, ill-will, malevolence compared
11           Anger CAN be-skilful, but never hatred,

rage, malevolence.
12 When you're happy, you cannot become angry".
13           The volatile temperament                  I 173/4
14          "An angry person makes a very difficult 

companion, friend"...
15 Rage and insecurity
16 Psychodynamics of infantile rage reaction
18           Educating children and spoiling children
19           Spoilt children to selfish adults
20          The Middle Way in child rearing
21 Handling selfish people
22 Transforming anger
23 Indulging in negat ve states - Mara            174
24           "Mara as embodiment of all our unskilful states"
25 forms of Mara
25 Being possessed by Mara.
26 "When we are impatient, we never attain enlightenment" 174
28 Avoiding negative tail-spins -

''the assaults of Mara”
29 Warning against infantile egotism
30 Draining communication
34 Warning against indulgence in a rage -

vicarious expressions of power
36 "When we have patience, we possess the very



best of the good and wholesome".               174
37 "Patience is the s preme austerity"
38 No need to create artificial situations

to practice virtues.
40 Negative connotations of'patience'
41 'Patience' as submissiveness.
42 Love mode vs. Power mode - in our ordinary

human relations.
43 Refined form of power mode in positive group.
44 'Unconditioned' love,'.
45 Resentment from sub issiveness
46 'Doormat' as Ideal wife in Chaucer.
47 "He who earnestly overcpmes anger is happy"... 174
48           Martyrdom in "Murder in the Cathedral".
50 God's will as personal projection of the power mode.
51 Christian 'Patience' in power mode

 Buddhist Ksanti in Love Mode.
52  "Stillness, simplicity and contentment"
54  'Perfection' as perfect adaptability.
55 Mechanical friendliness
56  "Enlightenment is born from patience". 174
57 Patience as perfect receptivity to reality..."
58 Using anger against wrong ideas.
59  "The essence of patience is to be prepared for

   every event".. . II 174
60 Fixed ideas as impatience
63 Combining intensity and detachment
64 Commitment despite impermanence.
66  Insecurity as rigidity
67 Patience as spontaneity and openness.
68 Rigidity blocks growth.
72 preparation through positivity
73 Preparedness for answering questions.
74 Dealing with questions after lectures.
76 Three types of Patience... III174
77 Relative and Permanent Patience
78 "The Primary Characteristics" IV 175
79 Not quarrelling, not retaliating.
80 Not insisting
81 Disagreeing without insisting
83 Skilful disagreeing
84-5 Tolerance as rationalization
86 Disagreeing with Christians
88 Learning to discuss Buddhism intelligently.
89 Martin Luther's doubts.
90  "You cannot take your stand unless you know

  where you stand".
91 Backing up your views.
92 Questionable practices in Institutionalized



  Tibetan Buddhism.
96 Santideva's means of practicing patience IV 175
97 Handling people not responsible for their actions.
98 Reasons for not retaliating
99 "To understand all is to forgive all."
100 Belief in Karma and Rebirth as means of

developing patience. IV 175
101 Karma as behaviour patterns
102 Becoming conscious of the patterns you create.
103 Setting up negative and positive behaviour patterns.
104 "The danger of settling down into communities

  and co-ops in a ... stable, safe situation"
105 Creating positive conditions that favour

  creativity over reactivity.
106 Positive conditions vary from person to person.
107 Recognizing your patterns.
108-9 A stream entrant has broken through all his patterns.
110 One is born with a certain 'gestalt'
111 With self-awareness you break your patterns.
112 Personality and character.
113  'Conditioning' as a 'dirty word'.
114 Brain-washing
115 Positive conditioning of children
116  People see you differently than  you see yourself.
117  People may know your personality -

   but not your character.
118  Different personalities for different situations.
119  The character should be dominant.
120  In a 'real Individual' , the personality  and character are close.
121  Actors may lack  a character of their own.
122  "The spiritual community helps you to find yourself."
123  Personality should be transparent, rather than opaque.
124  "everything is the fault of our own disposition." (d) 176
125  "his stick and my body"
126  People are very sensitive and touchy      (d) 176
127  Don't mistake a lion for a pussy-cat.
129  The Buddha experienced pain without

  unskilful mental reaction.
131 Treading on sore spots with Metta.
132 Know the whole person before you criticize.
133  "Faults are faults".                       (e) 176
134  "Faults are what other people have".
135 Being hard on yourself.
137 Your faults may be virtues and your virtues faults.
139  "You're beyond good and evil."
140 Vajrasattva
142 People who do you harm are helping you

to 'atone' .                              (f) 176
143  'Atonement' and 'Guilt' are loaded words.



144 Atonement as 'poetic justice'.
145  "Poetic Justice' in a meaningful Universe.
146  "A Karmic safety valve"
147 Healthy and unhealthy 'expiation'.
148 Christmas Humphreys sees himself as an "instrument of karma"
149 There cannot be 'punishment' in a spiritual context.
150 Serving on Juries, etc.
151 Consistent Order stand necessary regarding serving on juries.
152 How is the WBO to be categorized by the ‘group'?
153 Karma, not punishment, dishes out just desserts.
154 Locking up as 'restraining', not punishing.
155 The need to believe in a 'Just Universe .
156 Karma
157 A harmful person is a 'benefactor'        (g) 176
158 Gratitude towards an enemy
159 Is patience a primary virtue?
160 Don't create difficulties, in order to practise patience.
161 "opposition is true friendship".
162 The friend who functions like an "enemy"
163 "The appeasment of beings"                 (h) 177
164 "Where emotions are involved, reason has very little chance."
165 "Patience. ..to be developed by fostering the

five ideas".                             (i) 177
166 A Harmful person may have been our parent etc. 

in a previous life. (i)  177
167 "This harmful person does evil because of 

certain conditions." (i)  177
169 The Theravada practice of breaking down

psycho-physical personality into dharmas,
is not suitable for the West.

170 The Skandas sub-divided
172 "The dharmas are not things" but living processes.
173 It is not proper to kill sentient beings. (iii)  177
174 Will the human race evolve beyond war?
175 Modern Barbarism.
176 Disillusionment with human nature.
177 "The individual may change - the group doesn't change."
178 "the spiritual fellowship of individuals has to infiltrate 

the group and influence it more and more."
179 The germ of Buddhahood only means "one's nature

is completely open " .
180 "Where you get alot of people together,...

it very easily becomes a group".
182 Theatre audience more individual than film audience.
186 The larger the group you are in - "the less

likely you are to behave as an individual".
189 The Three Types of Misery                 IV  177
190 Pain that is pain, pain due to transformation

and kunda dukkha.
191 Accepting all sentient beings as one's wife  V  177



192 The Bodhisattva as an 'Indo-Tibetan husband'.
193 Mothering with spiritual motives.
194 Order as 'husband', FWBO as 'wife'.
195 Feminine symbolizes supportiveness, masculine as initiator.
196 "We mustn't identify with gender too closely".
197 A Bodhisattva 'can't divorce' sentient beings.
200 You have to like people to start a centre.
201 "we're not against marriage. . .we want every-

body to be married to everybody."
203 "Real Communication" nourishes.
204 "We don't have much patience for other

people", within the movement.
205 "Always be encouraging - not just critical".
208-9 "Patience which puts up with misery"           B  178
209 Joyful acceptance of hardships.
210 Grudgingly putting up with misery.
211 Joyful acceptance doesn't mean self-deception.
213 Mental consciousness can suffuse the sense consciousness.
214 Meditation shifts your 'centre of gravity'
215 Dis-identifying with our senses.
216 Cutting off sense impressions
217 Accepting physical hardships joyfully by shifting

to the mental level of consciousness...
218 Being too pre-occupied with your body.
218 Getting into your body - not stuck in your body.
220 Hardships in a non-monastic spiritual context.
221 Hardship in worshipping the Three Jewels.
222 Joy from commitment overcomes hardship.
223 Momentum from past feelings of faith and commitment.
224 "Resisting the resistance"
225 "Regularity of practice - to keep in touch with the joy of it".
226 You forget both painful and pleasant experiences.
227 The hardship of "listening to the Dharma".
228 The hardship of reading about the Dharma.
230 "Hardship to explain the Dharma"
232 Preparing yourself for explaining the Dharma.
233 Being a worthy specimen of the Dharma
235 Getting "your personal priorities right."
236 Hardships associated with communication
237 Inspiring new people.
240 Group discussions
240-2 Hardship of making a living experience of it.
243 The Three-Fold classification of Wisdom.
244 Undisturbed time for reflection
245 People very in capacity to reflect.
246 Getting deeper into the Dharma by reflecting.
247 Making time to assimilate ideas and experiences.
248 Meditating first and last thing in the day.
249 Indulging in sleep.  Re-reading the Classics.
251 Hardships from striving for the sake of sentient beings.



252 "Hardships carry you to Enlightenment".
252-3 "Who is the real hero?"                        B  178
253 "The spiritual hero doesn't even feel the hardships."
254 We don't experience our 'hardships' as hardships.
255 Older people learn to manage their energy.
256-7 "Patience which is ready to investigate the

nature . ..of reality." C  178
257 Being "interested in the Eight Topics. .. '      C  178
258 Patience with regard to the 'grace-waves

of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
258-9 Giving up any pre-conceptions about reality.
259 The Eight Topics"                         footnote 17
260 What sparks you off?
261 Creating your personal Mandala
262 Rearranging your Mandala
263 "Beware the Premature Synthesis .
263 The two types of individuality            footnote 18
264 "Not settling down at any stage of development."
265 "Transcending" Patience                        V  179
265 Discriminating awareness and transmutation    
266 A Bodhisattva's patience is unself-conscious,

natural, spontaneous...
266 "The purification of patience"                 VI 179
267 Patience supported by wisdom and compassion.
268 Mundane patience leads to transcendental patience.
269 Taking a wider view.
270 Fulfillment and effectiveness                  VII  179
271 Perfection manifests on all levels
272 Preaching 'Karma' used to keep poor in their place.
273 Material wealth compatible with spiritual attainment.
274 An Enlightened person as beautiful.
275 The essence  of patience is openness and receptivity.

STRENUOUSNESS

276 "Summarized under 7 heads" I  181
276 "Whoever is not strenuous is lazy"
277 "Don't rest on your laurels"
278 "A lazy person is neither liberal nor

  knowledgeable" I  181
279 With strenuousness, 'all positive

 qualities increase in splendor". I  181
279 The path is "directed energy illumined

  by wisdom".
280 First you need energy.
281 Blocked, scattered energy
282 Energy divided against itself
283 "One crosses the perishable"-

"Energy is freedom" I 181
284 "The taste of freedom"



286 "The Bhikkhus were freedom fighters .
287 "We attain unsurpassable enlightenment". I 181
288 "Where there is strenuousness, there

  is enlightenment." I  181
289 Stamina
292 "We want more steel lotus-blossoms".
293 Enjoying yourself liberates energy.
296 Interruptions drain energy.
297 Doing one thing at a time.
298 Luxury of flexibility of program on a solitary retreat.
299 "The essence of strenuousness is to

  strive for the good and wholesome". II  182
300 Spiritual friendship helps combat laziness.
301 A healthy organism knows when it needs rest."
302 "Three varieties of laziness" (i) II 182
302-3 Indulging in sleepiness
304 Positive and negative forms of laziness.
305 Getting in touch with the non-rational
307 Remembering archetypal dreams
308 Creative artists need more sleep than scientists.
310 Psychological and spiritual dreams - depths=heights
311 "Addiction to pleasure of mental inertia"
312 Laziness makes your life even shorter.
313 "Three stages in the disappearance of the Dharma"
314 We are entrusted with the Dharma.
315 Maitreya means potential to re-discover enlightenment.
316 Jesus, Virgin Mary, too remote to be of help to us.
317 We need the help of other human beings.
318 More developed human beings - not sinless

  deities, can help us as models.
319 "When death comes there is no time". II  182
320 "The Lord of Death is not to be trusted". II  182
321 Lassitude "must be thrown off like a

  snake". (i) II 182/3
322 Sense of urgency to practice Virya -
322 Remedies for lassitude.
324 "Idleness is faintheartedness" (ii) II 183
325 "self-confidence in Buddhism"
326 Overcoming our passivity in Modern Society
329          "Happiness is an active state, not a passive one."
333 "Gross laziness is. . subduing enemies and

hoarding money". (iii) 183
335      "Subduing enemies is  a  negative aspect

of competitiveness."
336 Hoarding from insecurity
337 "It1s easy to be mislead by this appearance of worldly activity".
339 'The classification of strenuousness'                III  183
339          'The Primary Characteristics'                        IV  183
340           "The Bodhisattva's metta is unfathomable".
341 Transformations: Will to Virya, Understanding to Wisdom, 

Emotions to Compassion



342 Nobody is completely hopeless but use your 
energy on those who can help to help.

344 A Bodhisattva's "armour"                          A  184
345      "The Bodhisattva is trying to create a

Mandala of beings".
346 A Spiritual person creates harmony.
347 Don't bring anyhting unskilful into the

Manda1a, community.
348 Introducing a new element into the Mandala.
350 Breaking down organized chaos or pseudo-Mandalas.
351          "There must be a continual influx of fresh material.
352          "Take in only as much as you can actually

transform and harmoniously organize."
355 Nature as part of the Mandala
360 A Residential Spiritual Community is only one

particular form of Spiritual Community.
361 Difficulties in dealing with other Co-ops
364          Don't calculate in seeking enlightenment, in

terms of time. IV   A  184
365 The Bodhisattva doesn't place any limits

to help sentient beings.
366 "Commitment is unconditional"
367         Commitment is to the Unknown.
368          Commitment helps you know yourself.
369          It takes time to discover how to express

your commitment.
371 Meeting your needs and the Movement's needs
373          "Rejoicing at staying in hell for aeons to

save one being" IV A  184
374          "Strengthen one's own positivity" first.
375 "Strenuousness as applied work"                 B   184
375-6        "To reject conflicting emotions"              (i) B   184
376          "One must remain emotionally integrated".
377 Hysteria from unblocked emotions
378 Broadening your self-definition to

accomodate unblocked energy
381 "The vision is the unifying factor" of energy.
382          Transforming jackals into lions
383 "Jackals masquerading as lions" - rationalizing.
387          Five ways of striving for the good 

and wholesome. (ii) B 184
388          It is childish to act for other's approval.
389 There needs to be variety in your striving.
391 "Don't bore yourself stiff" - seek variety in continuity.
392 A short enjoyable meditation session is preferable for beginners.
392 "Act joyfully, eagerly and quickly". b IV 185
393 "Naturally following your feelings"
394 Giving into harmless whims
395 "Trusting your feelings"
398 Areas of activity neither skilful nor unskilful
400 Allowing yourself to be playful
402 "Why not be childish, bring it out into the open .



403 "It is unshakable". c          IV 185
403 "Your pure energy is inhibited by too much

  thinking about what you are doing".
404 Training oneself to be spontaneous
405 Acting from your own feelings is as important

as acting from skilful feelings.
407 Wanting to do what you 'ought' to do
408 Making "a resolution to take a risk everyday".
410 "Conflicting emotions" as "unskilful emotions"
411 Embarrassment
412 Teasing
414 "Strenuousness which does not turn back" d     IV 185
415 Standing up to mockery of one's beliefs
418 Taking the offensive in arguments
423 Mother-son erotic relationship
424 Mother-daughter symbiotic relationship
425 Father-daughter relationship
426 'Rites of Passage' into adulthood
427 You must get over negative feelings towards

your parents.
428-9 Working out parental difficulties with a surrogate
430 Authority projections on Bhante
431 "... does not have too high an opinion of

 himself." e        IV 185
433 "To strive for eleven virtues" (iii)        IV 185
434 Helping others helps you.
436 "Insatiable strenuousness" C  185
437 Creativity is energy itself continually increasing.
438 How strenuousness is increased          V 185
439 Transcendent virya, transmuted virya
440 Result of strenuousness, purification 

of Virya  VI, VII 185
441 Virya makes you more efficient, effective

  in daily life.
442-47 Professional approach in the Movement
450 Balancing the 'wings' of patience and strenuousness
453 Explaining Bodhisattvas to people
454 Grace-waves
456 Subtle senses
457 Auras


